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To inspire every child to recognise 
their full potential, believe they    
can make a difference and                        

respect themselves, others and                     
the world in which they live. 

June 2011 

COMING & GOING ... Which teachers are 
leaving and which new teachers will be  
arriving to join us at iCAN in August? 

See pages 22-24 for the latest staff info. 

International Primary Curriculum 

We will be enhancing our learning journey here at 
iCAN with the IPC as from August. 

More information about this exciting addition to our 
creative curriculum can be found on page 16. 

www.internationalprimarycurriculum.com 

This year iCAN has seen more action 
than a Hollywood blockbuster. We have 
barely had time to catch our breath.  

However, when I do find a quiet        
moment to reflect on the previous year I 
feel an overwhelming sense of emotion. 
There is so much to celebrate, so many 
achievements both by individuals, 
groups and by the whole school but this 
is also a time to say goodbye to     
members of our iCAN family. Goodbyes 
are never easy and you would think that 
they would become easier over time but 
they don’t. This year we have our first 
group of KS3 students graduating. Some 
of these students were amongst the 16 
children who joined iCAN the day it 
opened in March 2003. At their dinner 
last night I was both humbled and filled 
with pride at the young people they 
have become.  They are now spreading 
out across the world, ambassadors for 
iCAN and each of them takes a little 
piece of iCAN in their hearts.  As Elain 
our Director said last night… 

“They inspire us!” 

The iCAN team would like to wish all of 
you who are leaving our iCAN family the 
very best for your futures. We thank you 
for what you brought to iCAN and hope 
that wherever you are you hold onto 
your ‘iCAN-ness’. 

To those of you returning after the  

summer, have a wonderful holiday and 

we will look forward to seeing you in  

August for what I am sure will be      

another year of fun packed learning.  

Why is Mr. Sophak 
having so much fun at 

iCAN?  

He joined a celebration 
party ... but what was 
being celebrated?  

Turn to page 30 

Celebrations! 

END OF YEAR SPECIAL 

A selection of comments from our          

iCAN parents about our recent                
Child Led Conferences. 

“I’m thankful to my daughter for involving me in 
her school life.” 

“Though there was no active visible participation 
of iCAN staff in the CLC I felt their investment in 

the development of my daughter.” 

“I am pleased and grateful for the diversity and 

passion that goes into planning the classes.” 

“I was very impressed with the work that my son 

showed me but even more impressed with his 
improved confidence in sharing and explaining 

his work. Thanks for the opportunity.” 

“It’s lovely to see how happy he is to present his 

work to me.” 

“I’m so proud of my child’s work.” 

“He was visibly proud to show us and we think 

that’s great.” 

“Wow – so amazing what the children have 

learnt.” 

“We are glad to see our son learning so many 

new things and being confident while showing us 
different activities.” 

TIMES 

Ms. Lori 
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iCAN 2010-2011 

Community Fundraising for Japan 
May 31, 2011                                                                                                       

Dear iCAN Community members,  

We the Japanese families at iCAN School would like to express our sincere             
appreciation and profound thanks to all friends and families of iCAN school for your 
generous supports for helping the children at Natural Disaster that hit North-east  
region of Japan. As of May 27th, we have raised $1,622.40 through various events 
held in collaboration with iCAN. 

The money will be combined with the fund raised at International School of Phnom 
Penh and directly handed by some of the parents from iCAN and ISPP to the school 
principal of Okirai elementary school in Ofunato city, Iwate Prefecture in June.  
Okirai elementary school was one of many public schools in the region badly      
damaged by tsunami.  The school re-opened late April more than a month after the 
main earthquake occur, however they are still operating at another nearby          
elementary school since the school facility is not yet in shape to accept children. 
We will be bringing back some photos of our visit to Okirai elementary school to    
report back to you in the new school year. 
 
Thank you again for your support.   
We are proud to be the member of iCAN Community. 
 
Sincerely, The Japanese families of iCAN 
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We the Japanese families at iCAN School would like to express our sincere             

main earthquake occur, however they are still operating at another nearby          

KS1 Pirates ahoy! 
Key Stage 1 
set sail for 

the high seas 
on an        

adventure 
packed family 
fun day.   

We had so much fun searching for booty 
around the treacherous iCAN Island and 

even met a real pirate!   

We also managed to raise  
extra funds to send to Japan 
to help a school devastated 
by the March Tsunami. 
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It was an excellent turn out for our Early Years Jungle 

themed Family Event on Saturday 28th May.   

It was lovely to see so many families from           

iCAN PLAY, Nursery and Reception.   

EYFS Family event 

Well done to those who made that extra effort            

and even dressed up.   

The children really loved taking part in the fun activities 

available and demonstrated their great throwing and 

aiming skills in the                                                 

‘Feed the Spider’ activity and ‘Monkey Splash’.   

The lucky dip was very busy and prizes were won by all.   
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EYFS In the Jungle 

Inside, the face painting was very popular thanks 

to Ms. Maggie and Ms. Bona’s artistic skills, and 

children were transformed into spiders, butterflies 

and many more animals!   

The scent of the freshly baked cookies by the Early 

Years classes also brought crowds in and children  

spent time decorating their animal biscuit and then 

tasting the end product, delicious!   

Thanks to everyone for making it such a fun event. 
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Y1 Learning Journey 

On Monday 23rd May Year 1 
visited Blue Pumpkin bakery 
and café. At the bakery we 
were shown around by Chef, 
Christophe, and we found 
out how ice cream and 

cones are made.  
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Y1 visit to Blue Pumpkin 

Everyone had an enjoyable time and we would 
like to thank the Blue Pumpkin staff for being 

so welcoming and hospitable. 

It was very interesting and we 
were all very happy when we 
found out we were able to try 
the vanilla ice cream. At the 
café we were given more       

delicious treats of brownies and 
chocolate éclairs. 
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Y2 Learning Journey 

They    
discovered 

what 
transport 
is used to 
travel to 
and 

around the 
island, and 

had a  
fantastic 
day    

finding out 
about how 
people in 
the past 

spent their 
seaside 
holidays.   

On April 29th Year 2 took a leap back in time on 
their History Day visit to Silk Island.   
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Y2 visit to Koh Dach 

On arriving back at 
iCAN, all we could   
say was, “Can we     

go again tomorrow?” 

We had so much 
fun paddling in the 
water, enjoying ice 
lollies and eating 
our picnic on the 
beach. We worked 
together to build 

the best sandcastle 
in our fabulous     
competition!   
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Y3 go WILD ... visiting the zoo! 

As part of our work about Rainforests, we 
asked Wildlife Alliance to come in and speak to 
our children about the importance of forests 
and how the forests support the wildlife which 

inhabit them.   

 

The talk was very informative and the children 
were fascinated with the different animals 

which are found in Cambodia.  It gave them a 
fantastic opportunity to show the information 
and knowledge that they had already managed 
to gather.  Our speakers were very impressed 

with the children’s knowledge! 

 

The talk we had from the Wildlife Alliance was 
the perfect introduction to our trip to Phnom 
Tamao.  The children knew before our visit 
about the animals and how they were looked 
after and they enjoyed seeing the animals 
which had been rescued and treated at the 

wildlife sanctuary.   

 

Some of the children had been before so it 
was a great follow up trip for them as they 
could see how many more animals had been 
rescued and were now at Phnom Tamao. The 

centre has also undergone many                  
developments so the children could see how 
much funding the centre needs to continue to 

rescue the wildlife in Cambodia.   

 

It was a very educational and tiring day for 
Year 3 - they had an amazing time! 
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Y3 fundraising for wildlife 

To raise money for the Wildlife 
Alliance, Year 3 held a hugely 
successful cookie sale. We all 
worked together to bake some 
scrumptious chocolate chip  

cookies and, after getting cookie 
dough everywhere (that tasted 
wonderful too!), the end result 
was a wonderful array of cookies 
of all different shapes and sizes. 
We sold these along with some 
delicious treats that the children 
had made at home with their 
parents. It was a fantastic      

afternoon, and everyone at iCAN 
had a great time tucking into the 

snacks! Along with selling    
Wildlife Alliance t-shirts, Year 3 
are thrilled to have raised a 

whopping $744!!! Thank you to 
everyone for all their support!! 
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Author visit Possum Tale  
Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 were 

wowed by Lucienne Noontil who told 

us all how to become an author. She 

shared her second published book with 

us, ‘Possum Tale’, and let us into a 

few great secrets of how to start writing 

a book! You never know, there might be 

some budding authors amongst us! 

Hi Lori 
 

I truly love being out there 
and sharing my stories of 
truth and fiction - I'm just a 
big kid at heart.  

Thank you for  the            
opportunity to meet the 
kids and teachers at iCAN. I 
had a great time and if it 
helped a bit then I'm happy. 

 
Cheers 

Lucienne 

Thank you 
to Bindi, 
Maya &   
Sasha’s 
mum, for   
organising 
this special 
visitor. 
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Y5 Learning Journey expedition 

Year 5 took a trip to Diamond Island and the Riverside 
to observe how the Mekong river is used and to look 
for evidence of erosion at its banks. After this we had 

a mad column-spotting competition with all the      
children trying to see ancient Greek-style columns 

throughout the city as they whizzed by the              
bus windows.  

Then we cooled off 
and relaxed at ‘The 

Flicks’ while     
watching the        

Bollywood movie 
‘Bride and Prejudice’, 

We had studied   
Bollywood film-
making and         

production as part of 
our creative learning 

journey, earlier     
this year. 

iCAN School council 

This year's school council representatives have worked so hard to make sure that 
their classes' voices are heard. There have been some wonderful ideas - and a     
couple of wacky ones (who suggested tigers would make good class pets?!)!  

 

Thanks to the school council's work, we now have mirrors in every classroom to use 
when we brush our teeth, we recycle the food waste by giving it to a home for      
injured dogs and we have improved visibility in the classrooms by changing the   

curtains. These are only just a few of the changes school council has made to iCAN!  
The representatives have also been helping in the library and at school events.  

 

On the agenda for next year are special smoothie days, class fish tanks and a   
friendship and quiet bench in the playground - perfect for times                          

when we're feeling a bit lonely! 

Watch this space...  
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KS2 Enrichment 
KS2 have been taking part in a series of   
different enrichment activities throughout 
this last year! Enrichment activities were 

simply made to ‘enrich’ your child’s learning 
and give them the opportunity to extend 
their knowledge through independent    

learning at home.  

 

I have been so impressed with the level of 
work produced all the way through the key 
stage. The range of activities on offer for the 
children to choose has been amazing and I 
thank the teachers for their hard work in 

producing such brilliant ideas.  

 

The highlights for me have to be the         
incredible robots Year 3 produced using a 
variety of different materials! The Year 4 
model Portal’s so they could be whisked off 
to another world! The Year 5 recycled town 
plans and the amazingly well written Year 6 

accounts of the Khmer Rouge. WOW! 

 

Now don’t think there’s no reward for all 
their hard work! The big prize day was held 
on Tuesday 7th June and different activities 
were on offer for the children. The top prize 
for the children with the most E Credits was 
the AMAZING KidzCool who filled our school 
playground with an enormous water slide. 
The children had a fantastic afternoon  

whizzing down the slide, laughs could be 
heard all over Phnom Penh.  

 

Next came the Sumo Wrestling Kits! The 
KS2 children loved getting dressed in these 
ridiculous costumes and heading head to 
head into each other! Although rather hot 
they were definitely a lot of fun! A few     

quieter activities included beautiful nail art 
with Ms. Vanna, face painting with Ms. Ing, 
the delicious chocolate fountain with Ms. Lori 

and a relaxing movie with Ms. Louise. 

What a fantastic achievement KS2! I am 
really proud of all of you. Ms. Olivia 
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KS2 Enrichment 
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iCAN International Primary Curriculum 

In March 2011, Ms. 
Olivia & Mr. David, along 

with many teachers 
from the U.K. & Asia,    

attended an               
International Primary 
Curriculum (I.P.C.)  
leadership course in  

Singapore. We will start 
using more I.P.C. units 
at iCAN in August. 

The goal of the IPC is for children to focus 
on a combination of academic, personal and 

international learning. Here at iCAN we 
want children to enjoy their learning;      
develop enquiring minds, develop the     
personal qualities they need to be good  

citizens of the world, and develop a sense of 
their own nationality and culture, at the 
same time developing a profound respect 
for the nationalities and cultures of others. 
Most of all, we want children to develop all 

the skills they will need in order to         
confidently face the world of tomorrow. 

On your marks, get set ... Olympics! 

Brainstorm 

The active planet Chocolate 

Swifter, higher, stronger 
... together 

In order that parents know what their child is 
learning, they will be sent a letter at the     

beginning of each Learning Journey unit which 
outlines what learning will be covered and 

how parents can help continue that learning at 
home if they choose. 
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KS3 Slavery production 

KS3 worked          
extremely hard to 

produce a               
sophisticated and 

successful               
performance,       

‘One Person Can 

Change The World’, 
based on slavery, a 
topic they have been 
learning in class.  

We are exceptionally 
proud of all the KS3    

students for their hard 
work and determination. 
They are truly a talented 
bunch and the Year 8/9’s 
will be dearly missed in 

KS3 next year. 

The narrators did           
extremely well                

remembering all their 
lines and  adding humour 
to entertain the younger    

children.  

The highlights of the production had to be David Myers     
version of Martin Luther King’s ‘I Have a Dream’, he truly did 

it justice. Also the song, ‘Down to the river to Pray’,        
beautifully sung by Ellie O’Donnell, Mai Hastings, Emily 

Gager, Thyda Sok, Jonah Wood and Adi Rajvanshi, this was 
also very moving capturing the audiences’ emotions.  

The students       
provided an accurate 

and emotive       
portrayal of the fight 

against black       
segregation, that 

even moved some of 
our teachers to 

tears.  

It is estimated that there are currently at least 12 million men, women and children in 
slavery around the world.  The modern face of slavery includes forced labour, sexual 
slavery, child labour, bonded labour, forced marriage and descent-based slavery. 

www.amnesty.org.uk 

‘One Person Can Change The World’ 

Ms. Kirsty 
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KS3 Design Technology 

Year 8 have been exploring resistant         
materials in Design and Technology this 
teaching block and have designed candle 
holders. They made the frames from metal 
rods and welded the pieces together under 
the close supervision of a local metalwork  
expert. They finished their designs with paint 
and a sheet of fabric which they’d dyed or 
painted. The results were remarkable. Follow 
them through from conception to production 
in these photos. 
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KS3 End of Year Exhibition 

Year 8 have been exploring resistant         
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Science Club Volcanoes & Bubbles 
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iCAN GLEE club 

Our GLEE Clubs have been having loads of musical fun lately. The star performers 
have been busy rehearsing the words and dance moves to some fantastic songs of 
their choice, and wowed the school with their professional performance during the 
GLEE assembly. Our four GLEE-chers (Ms. Kate, Ms. Katie, Ms. Michaela & Ms.   

Caroline) wanted to get up on stage and join in!                                                    
A massive well done to each and every GLEE member. GLEE and Mini-GLEE Clubs 
will return next year – we’re already looking forward to more incredible shows! 
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iCAN Teachers 2011-12 
No one can properly predict the nature of work and life opportunities that will be     

available for today’s primary age children by the time they are adults.                    
Many of the jobs they will have don’t yet exist; especially in the fields of ICT, technology 

and science. So our iCAN teachers focus on a skills-based approach,                           
developing adaptable and resilient globally-minded learners, prepared for                  

the fast-changing world that they’ll be living and working in.                                                                  
There are lots of familiar faces returning to iCAN in August, along with some new   

teachers who are coming to join our iCAN family. Over the next two pages you can find 
out who will be teaching which classes and also learn more about our new team. 

Ms. Anjali & Ms. Esther 

Nursery Teachers 

Ms. Michelle & Ms. Vijaya 

Reception Teachers 

Ms. Lily & Ms. Maggie 

iCAN PLAY Teachers 

Mr. Jeremy & Ms. Christy 

Year 1 Teachers 

Ms. Shona & Ms. Cindy 

Year 2 Teachers 

Ms. Kanha 

Khmer Teacher 

Ms. Roseta 

Staff Development 
Coordinator 

Ms. Leakena 

Head Learning    
Support Assistant 

 

Mr. Pierre & Ms. Celine 

French Teachers 

 

Ms. Mei & Ms. Ing 

Chinese Teachers 

Ms. Michelle joins us from the UK and 
will be a valuable addition to the Early 
Years team, teaching in Reception. 

One of her referees said ‘Michelle has 
a wonderful rapport with people of all 
ages, especially children. She has the 

ability to engage the children’s      
interest and move their learning on 
through her natural teaching skills’  

Ms. Christy will be joining us as 
our International Primary       

Curriculum (IPC) Coordinator and 
will also be teaching in Y1. Christy 
has been teaching at the Dutch 
School in Singapore and leading 
IPC for the last 5 years. Her    

current Principal described Christy 
as an outstanding teacher.  

Ms. Shona taught in Scotland for 2 years 

before travelling across the globe to teach 

in New Zealand. She has now returned to 

the UK via Cambodia, where she was able 

to pop in to iCAN for a brief visit. One of 

her referees said that Shona was ‘an     

inspirational teacher who would be a great 

asset to any school’ team.  
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iCAN Teachers 2011-12 

based approach,                           

changing world that they’ll be living and working in.                                                                                                        

Ms. Andrea & Mr. Ciaran 

Year 3 Teachers 

Ms. Katie & Ms. Jeannie 

Year 4 Teachers 

Ms. Kate & Mr. Ollie 

Year 5 Teachers 

Mr. James & Ms. Michaela 

Year 6 Teachers 

Ms. Olivia 

Key Stage 2, 
A.E.N. & 
E.A.L. 

Coordinator 

Ms.  

Margaret 

Head of Key 
Stage 3 & 

Art        
Specialist  

Ms. Kirsty 

English  
Specialist   

 

Ms. Rosaleen 

 Humanities 
Specialist  

 

Ms. Shubhra 

Science 
Specialist  

 

Mr. Anjum 

I.C.T.  
E.A.L.   
A.E.N.    

Specialist  

Mr. Rowdie 

P.E. & 
Sports   

Specialist  

Mr. Phirum 

Swimming 
Specialist  

Mr. Andy 

Music    
Specialist  

Ms. Nour 

 

Ms. Louise 

A.E.N. 

Teacher 

Mr. Anjum taught in London for 6 years 

before packing his backpack and    

spending this year travelling. He was 

head of ICT in his previous school and 

his head said he ‘is a fantastic          

professional who takes extreme pride in 

his job’. He worked with Sony and    

Nintendo to develop games for learning. 

Anjum and a group of students      

showcased games designing software at 

the Annual BETT show at                  

London’s Olympia in 2010.  

Mr. Ciaran is originally from     
Ireland where he taught in an all 

boys primary. The Principal       
described him as ‘an excellent 
teacher with great energy and   

enthusiasm and a love for the job’.  

Mr. Ollie has been teaching in the 
South of England for the last 4 years. 
His Head described him as a ‘dedicated 

and talented teacher whose             
enthusiasm and considerate nature 

ensures he is a positive role model for 
the children he teaches’. 

Ms. Jeannie has been teaching for 

7 years and comes from the UK, 

via two years teaching at the 

Deutsche Schule, Bombay. 

Jeannie’s current Head describes 

her as an ‘excellent and committed 

educator’ with ‘outstanding      

pastoral skills’.  
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So long, farewell ... GOODBYE! 
Ms. Jenna has been an inspiration to all. She lives the phrase ‘lifelong learner’. After 2½ years 
at iCAN Jenna is heading off to teach in Bogota, Columbia. Over the past year Jenna challenged 
herself to learn Spanish and she now chatters away like a native Spanish speaker. She has also 
mastered the art of salsa, which we know she will practise when she gets to South America. 

Jenna really immersed herself in the ‘real’ Cambodia. She has volunteered weekly at a centre for 

children who lived on the rubbish dump, teaching a number of skills including basketball. She has 

also been involved in fundraising for this same organisation.  She always throws herself into whatever she 

is doing with enthusiasm, the International Days she organised this year and last,  were testament to this.  

The children who have been lucky enough to have been in Jenna’s classes have learnt with a teacher who 

strives to ensure that their learning is at the heart of all she does. She has travelled at every opportunity 

and has visited most of Asia including the places that are off the beaten track. Jenna will be hugely missed 

here at iCAN but we wish her all the best as she sets off on what is sure to be an adventure! 

  Ms. Caroline & Mr. Paul are getting married this summer in the UK before heading off to work in 
Hong Kong. Paul has had lots of opportunities whilst at iCAN to stretch those competitive muscles, be it   
running in marathons at Siem Reap, taking part in aquathlons or playing ultimate frizbee against the KS3 
students.  His commitment to health and fitness has made him a great role model within the school        
community. Paul brought iCAN the hugely successful Fizz and Whizz evening, he also brought us the Fantasy 
League, which some of us still don’t understand after two years and several explanations. But more          
importantly he brought us ... Caroline, never one to shy away from the limelight, it has been a treat to watch 

Caroline dazzle the Phnom Penh community with her performances in a number of Phnom 
Penh Players plays and a few pantos! Caroline brought us ‘Wake Up & Shake Up’ and so 
much more. Her smile is infectious and she has the ability to bring light and sparkle into a 
room. Her children have had immense fun learning with her. We wish them lots of luck as 
they head off to sparkle in Hong Kong as a newly-wed couple.  

Ms. Dorine loves teaching but has decided it is time to challenge herself by taking a new career 
path. Dorine will be off to Canada to study journalism. During her time here in Phnom Penh, Dorine 
has been writing for a number of publications and has discovered another love apart from teaching ...    
writing!  Dorine will missed by all the children who she supported here at iCAN and we wish you all the 
best in the future.  

Ms. Claire like Ms. Caroline has released her theatrical spirit since arriving in Phnom Penh and 
despite previously having abandoned drama at primary school, has embraced her creative side and 
performed in several Phnom Penh Players plays and pantos. Claire has done an incredible job in 
supporting children with AEN over the last two years here at iCAN and  has made a real difference 
in so many children’s learning. We wish her all the best in the next chapter of her life. 

 Ms. Adele has been an incredible addition to the iCAN team. Adele joined us as a supply teacher and 
proved quickly that she was flexible, adaptable and a great teacher! Once we discovered her background in 
maths teaching, her fate was sealed and she was quickly snaffled by the KS3 team. Adele has managed to 

bring maths to life, to give it meaning and to inspire the children to take on the challenge of 
maths. She has also been an integral part of the KS3 team and her leaving will be a big loss to the 
team. Adele is waiting to hear if she has been accepted onto an International Masters course and 
if she has been successful will be jet-setting around the world (and working incredibly hard) to 
complete this course over the next few years. We wish Adele all the luck in the world.  

Ms. Jo is also heading off on her next teaching adventure but ... not too far. Jo will be just a short bus ride 
away in Ho Chi Minh so will definitely be back to visit us. Jo has been incredibly committed to community 
projects during her time here, teaching English to a group of young people each week and raising 
funds to develop a library for them.  Here at school Jo has brought  organisation and order to our lives. 
Her lists are legendary. Jo has high expectations of the children she teaches and they benefit from this 
enormously. Jo’s after school Science Club’s have to be up there with Cookery Club in the most popular 
club competition. This year there have been volcanoes erupting all over the place. Your new school are 
lucky to have you Jo and we look forward to hearing all about it when you come back and visit.  
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Year 6 End of Primary School dinner 

Live Music Battle of the Bands  

This was our final Year 6 event of 
the year. The children brought 
their own choice of food (some 
were definitely not in-keeping 
with the schools healthy eating 
policy) as well as their favourite 
music.  We sat around and ate 
whilst listening to some amazing 

and some not so amazing     
teenage pop music as well as 
playing a variety of games. The 
least   favourite seemed to be 
musical chairs because some of 
the boys ended up sitting next to 
girls and vice versa, this didn’t 

go down well. We also played the 
teachers favourite, pass the    

parcel; you could have hidden an 
elephant in all that wrapping. 

The evening was a great success 
and a fantastic way to say    

goodbye to an amazing group of 
children.  

Good luck in ‘BIG SCHOOL’ 

WINNERS ... BAND OF BROTHERS 
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Key Stage 3  Farewell Dinner  

Key Stage 3 enjoyed their     
farewell dinner, together with 

their teachers, at Topaz. 
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Key Stage 3 Farewell Dinner  

Remember to always take risks. 
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Olympic Pool Swim Meet 

On Saturday 30th April the iCAN SWIM TEAM headed to the 
Olympic stadium for their final swim meet of the year and for 
some of the children their final swim for iCAN. This was to be 
the biggest and most memorable competition of them all. 

 

The iCAN swimmers had trained regularly and hard for this  
occasion and they were keen to show the other schools what 
they were capable of!  

 

On the day iCAN competed against ISPP, LOGOS and 
Northbridge and in true iCAN style they performed to a high 
standard both in and out of the water.  

 

Everyone in the team played a major role in securing our   
overall first place and I for one was very proud of them all. 
iCAN managed to obtain 1st places in 28 of the 37 events and 
iCAN A finished with 341 points, 54 points ahead of the ISPP A 
team. The iCAN B team achieved 3rd place with 217 points, 
with Northbridge A team finishing in 4th place. 

 

I would like to thank all the children for training and         
competing hard as well as being great advocates of our school.  

I would also like to thank Mr. David for organising the meet, it 
was successful and a great way to end the swimming events of 
the year. 
 

Ms. Caroline 
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HOPE v. LOGOS v. ISPP v. iCAN 
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Congratulations to our 
iCAN SWIM TEAM              

on another amazing year 
in the swimming pool! 

The following children have been 
members of our                     

iCAN SWIM SQUAD                

this year: 

Year 3 

James, Mea, Aarun & Ellen 

Year 4 

Les, Donald, Mariamawit, Lehkena, 
Roseanne, Gawon & Alex P. 

Year 5 

Vuthy, Jamie, Serinya, Jet, Jessie, 
Alex E., Chivann, Eli, Amy, Cam-

eron, Phannita, Ying, Theo, 
Ratana, Tokna & Anna 

Year 6 

Jack, Li Lien & Nathan 

Year 7 

Jakamo, Adi, Mai, Ellie, Maliya,         
Socheata, Jalesa & Emily 

Year 8/9 

David, Matteo, Emma, Lily, Jonah, 
Chettha, An, Olivia, Sowon, Ragina 

& Jessica 

To celebrate our success in the 
pool and to thank our iCAN 

SWIM SQUAD swimmers for all 
their hard training this year, we 
held a ‘Celebration’ party on 
Tuesday 7th June, when the 
swimmers had the opportunity 
for lots of wet’n’wild fun on the 
huge inflatable slide and also 
enjoyed pizza from Luna! 
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iCAN ... take on the Aquathlon 

Cambodia’s first ever Sprint Aquathlon was 
held at the Olympic stadium in May and 

many of our iCAN children and staff joined 
this swimming and running event.  

Mr. Rowdie organised the competition with 
the help and support of our iCAN community. 
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iCAN Employee of the Year 
Each month members of our iCAN staff are nominated for the ‘Employee of the month’ 
award. When it comes to decision time, it is always a tough choice as we are lucky to 
have so many great staff here at iCAN. At the end of the year all the staff were asked 
to let us know which of these nine monthly ‘Employees of the Month’ should be 
awarded the title of ‘Employee of the Year’. After lots of voting and discussion, we can 
reveal that the iCAN Employee of the Year 2010-11 goes to ...   

 

 

September 

2010 

Ms. Whattey 
L.S.A. in Class 2J 

October 

2010 

Mr. Sokchea 
Food & Beverages 

Team 

November 

2010 

Mr. Dam 
Public Area &    
L.S.A. Teams 

December 

2010 

Mr. Heng 
Food & Beverages 

Team 

 

 

Mr. Sokchea 
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February 

2011  

Ms. Lakhena 
L.S.A. Team/Year 6 

March 

2011 

Mr. Kosal 
L.S.A. Team/Key 

Stage 3 

April 

2011 

Ms. Phalla 
Public Area Team 

May 

2011 

Mr. Narak 
Swimming Pool/ 
P.E. & Sports Team 

 

 

January 

2011 

Ms. Thona 
L.S.A. Team/A.E.N. 

 


